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Danksagmüller_Ruf use improvisation, recompositions, live electronics, 
historical performing practice and elements of 20th-century classical music 
to perform and explore, striving to establish a present-day experience of the 
impact Baroque music had in its time. They take the original sheet, strip it of 
its patina, expose its core and re-assemble it in their own way. The result is 
a sonic distillate free of any epochal thinking. buxtehude_21 is dedicated to 
the music and the musical environment of Dieterich Buxtehude, who was one 
of the most important Baroque composers from the Baltic German town of 
Lübeck. His elaborate, spectacular Abendmusiken concert series combines 
ecclesiastical aspects with politics and economy in a highly innovative and 
creative way – on the bridge

Franz Danksagmüller, owing to his excessive organ improvisations and his 
live-electronics performances, is among the most creative artists on the 
international concert scene. Celebrities he has worked with include Lauren 
Newton, Klaus Mertens, Ton Koopman and John Malkovich. His compositions 
are performed at venues all over the world. They focus on bringing together 
historical instruments with modern-day compositional processes and also 
reveal the versatility of the human voice in all its facets of expression. 
As a musical conductor, clarinetist and saxophonist, Bernd Ruf is considered a 
bridge-builder between musical genres, epochs and arts. His nomination for 
the 2001 Grammy Award in the Classical Crossover category has reassured 
him in pursuing his vision to combine apparent opposites in an artistic way. 
He has worked with several artists including Paul McCartney, Randy Brecker, 
Raul Jaurena, the ORF Radio Symphonic Orchestra and Cayuga Chamber 
Orchestra New York. 
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buxtehude_21
ON THE BRIDGE

Dietrich Buxtehude

Praeludium in g, BuxWV 149
1. Introduzione
2. Fuga
3. Allegro
4. Largo
Georg Friedrich Händel

Oboe Sonata in C minor, HWV 366
5. Largo
6. Allegro
7. Adagio
8. Bourée anglaise
Franz Tunder

9. An Wasserflüssen Babylon
Franz Danksagmüller / Bernd Ruf

10. Dow Jones - Danza Infernale
11. bux in g reloaded
12. Lullaby for Anna Margarteha
13. BTB - BuxToccataBach


